Roll-over shapes of the able-bodied knee-ankle-foot system during gait initiation, steady-state walking, and gait termination.
A few investigators have described the movement of the center of pressure (COP) of the ground reaction force and the activation patterns of the lower limb muscles during gait initiation and termination. This study examines the effective rocker (roll-over shape) behavior of the knee-ankle-foot (KAF) system during gait initiation, steady-state walking (i.e. constant speed gait), and gait termination. The KAF roll-over shapes were characterized by transforming COP data of 10 able-bodied subjects from a laboratory-based coordinate system into a leg-based coordinate system. The resulting roll-over shapes (effective rockers) were characterized using a circular arc model. The KAF roll-over shapes exhibit an overall "flexed" orientation during the first step of gait initiation and an "extended" orientation during the last step of gait termination. Understanding the behavior of the anatomical KAF system during gait initiation and termination may aid in the design of prosthetic components, i.e. mechanical devices that replace complete anatomical structures. Prostheses that intend to mimic the overall behavior of physiological KAF systems (biomimetic designs) could be manufactured using approaches that are much simpler than attempting to reconstruct the complexity of the lower limb.